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This User Guide is a joint product of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and the 
UN Millennium Project. 

The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) is the UN's global development network, 
advocating for change and connecting countries to knowledge, experience and resources to help 
people build a better life. We are on the ground in 166 countries, working with them on their own 
solutions to global and national development challenges. As they develop local capacity, they draw 
on the people of UNDP and our wide range of partners. 

The UN Millennium Project is an independent advisory body commissioned by the UN Secretary-
General to propose the best strategies for meeting the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). 
The bulk of its analytical work is performed by 10 thematic task forces, each composed of scholars, 
policy makers, civil society leaders, and private-sector representatives.  

For further information about this User Guide, please contact: 
 
Minoru Takada, Acting Manager, Sustainable Energy Programme, UNDP 
Tel.: 212-906-5155 |  Email: minoru.takada@undp.org
or 
Gonzalo Pizarro, Policy Advisor, UN Millennium Project 
Tel.: 212-906-5291 |  Email: gonzalo.pizarro@unmillenniumproject.org  
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designations and terminology employed, and presentation of material do not imply any expression or opinion 
whatsoever on the part of the United Nations concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area, or of its 
authorities, or of its frontiers or boundaries. 

The UN Millennium Project was commissioned by the UN Secretary-General and is supported by the UN 
Development Group, which is chaired by the Administrator of the United Nations Development Programme. The 
report is an independent publication. This publication does not necessarily reflect the views of the United Nations, the 
United Nations Development Programme, or their Member States.   
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Overview 
 

At the 2005 World Summit, world leaders reiterated their support for the Millennium Development 
Goals (MDGs) by committing to support the development and implementation of MDG-based 
national development strategies.  

In response, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) is embarking on an ambitious 
plan to support countries in preparing long-term, results-based development strategies in line with 
the MDGs. At the heart of the plan is an integrated package of policy advice and technical support, 
known as “MDG Support Services”, aimed at strengthening countries’ capacity to achieve the 
MDGs. UNDP is rolling out its MDG Support Services initially in 19 countries during 2006 with the 
target of reaching a total of 60 countries by the end of 2007.  

In recognition of the critical role that energy and the environment play in reaching the MDGs, 
UNDP’s Energy and the Environment Group is developing a set of tools for helping mainstream 
energy and environmental considerations into MDG-based national development strategies. The 
Energy Costing Tool is one of these tools.  

The Tool is designed to be used by government planners and decision-makers as they adapt their 
national development strategies to meet country-specific targets for the year 2015 based on the 
MDGs. A crucial part of this process is MDG costing, which quantifies the specific financial and 
human resources needed, as well as infrastructure required, to meet the MDGs. Costing is part of 
a larger needs assessment process in which countries define specific interventions and outcome 
targets consistent with the MDGs. 

Thanks to the UN Millennium Project, a number of tools for assisting governments in estimating 
costs for the many inter-related actions needed to achieve the MDGs already exist. However, until 
now there has not been a methodology available that would allow countries to estimate the 
amounts and types of investments in energy access required to meet their nationally tailored MDG 
targets. That is the gap that the Energy Costing Tool is meant to fill.  

The Tool was developed by UNDP and the UN Millennium Project. It was applied and tested in 
Senegal, one of eight Millennium Project pilot countries, and then further refined. It is meant to be 
used as part of a comprehensive national planning process, in combination with other MDG 
costing and needs assessment tools.  

Although there is no specific MDG dealing with energy, increased access to energy services is a 
prerequisite for meeting all eight MDGs. Expanded energy services are essential in order to meet 
the MDGs for reducing hunger and poverty, improving health care and educational opportunities, 
and addressing gender equity. However, few national Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers or other 
National Development Plans set explicit targets or budgets for expanding energy access and 
affordability. Moreover, sector-specific plans for improved health services, for example, or greater 
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access to education, rarely take into account or plan for the associated investments in energy that 
are needed for additional health care and educational facilities. Therefore, this Guide emphasizes 
the need for an integrated, multi-sectoral approach to energy needs assessments and cost 
estimates.   

The remainder of this Guide is split into five chapters. The first chapter provides a brief introduction 
to the context in which this Tool was developed. Chapters 2 and 3 outline the national decision-
making process that must underpin an energy costing exercise. This process entails identifying 
MDG-compatible energy interventions and setting long-term energy access targets. Chapter 4 
provides a detailed introduction to the Energy Costing Tool itself, including an outline of the data 
inputs needed, a description of the calculations performed by the Tool and instructions for adapting 
it to national circumstances. The fifth and last chapter is dedicated to discussing next steps.  
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Chapter 

1  
Introduction 
 

The Energy Costing Tool was prepared as part of a broader UNDP effort to offer practical guidance 
to developing countries for integrating the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) into their 
national poverty reduction and development plans. It was designed to support the formulation and 
implementation of comprehensive MDG-based national development strategies, especially for 
those countries where efforts to address widespread poverty are hampered by a lack of modern 
energy services.  

At the 2005 World Summit, governments committed themselves to turning their national 
development plans into MDG-based strategies. This involves looking beyond yearly or short-term 
economic plans and budgets, and placing greater emphasis on the types of long-term policies and 
investments needed for reducing poverty and hunger and promoting health, education, gender 
equality and environmental sustainability by 2015.  

One of the challenges of formulating effective MDG-based development strategies, especially in 
poorer countries where Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSPs) are used as the key 
instrument for development planning, is assessing the fiscal implications of reaching medium and 
long-term poverty reduction goals. A common criticism of PRSPs, for example, is that they are too 
often de-linked from availability of financial resources in the national budget. Few PRSPs attempt a 
comprehensive costing of their priority actions or use cost estimates as the basis for allocating 
resources for development priorities in national budgets or mid-term expenditure frameworks. 

It was with this in mind that UNDP and the Millennium Project developed the Energy Costing Tool. 
The Tool is meant to assist countries in assessing the fiscal implications of reaching their 
development goals and help develop stronger linkages between policy, planning and budgeting by 
providing them with a methodology for estimating the costs of expanding access to basic energy 
services in line with medium and long-term development priorities.  

In preparing the Energy Costing Tool, UNDP worked with the UN Millennium Project, which was 
commissioned by UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan to identify practical ways for countries to 
achieve the MDGs. The Project brought together a team of experts who recommended that 
countries adopt a bold 10-year investment framework for meeting the quantitative targets set out in 
the MDGs, rather than merely considering how to gradually accelerate progress towards the goals. 
“Instead of asking ‘How close can we get to the Goals given current financial and other 
constraints?’ countries should ask the question ‘Which investments and policy changes are 
needed to meet the Goals?’ ” (World Bank/ESMAP, UNDP and UN Millennium Project, 2005).  The 
approach involves working backwards from the outcome targets for each MDG to identify what 
actions and resources are needed now to reach those outcomes by 2015.   

This is particularly relevant to energy, as current approaches to energy planning by government 
agencies and utilities tend to focus on short-term responses to pressures for urban and industrial 
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growth. Possibilities for expanding energy access to sparsely populated rural areas or poor urban 
settlements are generally considered only when specific project resources are made available, or 
when there has been a detailed study in a specific area demonstrating that there are enough 
customers able to pay for energy services. The Energy Costing Tool, however, provides a 
methodology for calculating the cost of the overall, long-term investments in energy access 
required for national development and poverty alleviation. It is meant to show national decision-
makers what is needed to meet the MDGs by 2015, rather than focusing just on what can be 
accomplished based on current budget projections.  

Using the Energy Costing Tool, governments and utilities can formulate 10-year plans that 
incorporate quantitative estimates of the energy requirements and costs associated with national 
strategies to meet the MDGs. Those numbers can then be integrated into long-term development 
plans, budgets and requests for financial assistance.  

To better understand how to use the Energy Costing Tool, it is useful to consider, in more detail, its 
role within countries’ efforts to move toward MDG-based national development planning, including 
national needs assessments. 

What is an MDG-based National Development Strategy? 

Turning national development plans into MDG-based strategies involves not only longer-term 
planning – based on targets for 2015 – but also results-oriented planning. With the promise of 
increased Official Development Assistance (ODA) for meeting the MDGs, governments have an 
opportunity to put together multi-year national budgets based on what is needed to meet the 
MDGs, rather than only considering shorter-term budgets based on resources they already have 
available. The current challenge is to get these MDG-based strategies set up and funded in the 
short term, with continuous resource allocations over the next 10 years, so that countries can get 
on track early enough to make significant progress by 2015.  

For poorer countries, national planning has become primarily focused on the preparation of 
PRSPs, based on a process of consultations with stakeholders within the country, including civil 
society groups. The PRSPs are intended to formally incorporate poverty reduction measures into 
three- to five-year public expenditure plans adopted by governments and international donors. 
Given the strategic importance of the PRSPs for the countries most affected by poverty, hunger, 
health crises and environmental degradation, it is critical to link PRSPs with longer-term National 
Development Strategies to achieve the MDGs using Mid-Term Expenditure Frameworks and other 
budgeting mechanisms.  

Because of the crucial need for energy services in poor communities, it is important to enhance the 
attention given to energy planning within the PRSPs and MDG processes. UNDP has therefore 
become increasingly involved in efforts to build greater understanding of the energy-poverty nexus 
and to integrate energy interventions into poverty-reduction plans and budgets.  

Why is access to modern energy services important to meeting the MDGs? 

Without access to an adequate quantity and quality of modern energy services, achievement of the 
MDGs will not be possible. In many developing countries, especially in sub-Saharan Africa and 
South Asia, large numbers of people still live without any access to modern energy services.  

There are currently 1.6 billion people in the world, mostly in rural areas, without electricity. In 
addition, 2.4 billion people rely on traditional fuels – wood, dung and agricultural residues – to meet 
their daily heating and cooking needs. This situation has serious impacts on people’s health and 
the condition of the natural environment. It also severely limits people’s economic opportunities and 
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ability to overcome poverty. Major changes in the energy service delivery system are needed so 
that expansion of energy access can become an important instrument for sustainable 
development.   

Even though there is no MDG directly addressing energy, it is clear that reaching the Goals will 
require great improvements in the quality and quantity of energy services in the developing world. 
The Johannesburg Plan of Implementation, which was adopted at the 2002 World Summit on 
Sustainable Development, recognized a direct link between energy services and poverty reduction, 
and called for joint actions to improve access to reliable and affordable energy services “bearing in 
mind that access to energy facilitates the eradication of poverty.”   

In addition, access to energy services affects many other aspects of sustainable development, 
including income generation, gender equality, health care, education and environmental 
sustainability. The authors of the report Energy Services for the Millennium Development Goals, 
published in 2005 by the World Bank/ESMAP, UNDP and the UN Millennium Project, recommend 
that national governments “place the issue of energy services at par with other MDGs”. They also 
recommend that countries systematically integrate their energy sector development strategies into 
a comprehensive MDG-based national development strategy. 

What does conducting an MDG Needs Assessment entail? 

In order to assist countries in developing MDG Needs Assessments, the UN Millennium Project 
has produced a Handbook on Preparing National Strategies to Achieve the Millennium 
Development Goals (http://www.unmillenniumproject.org/policy/handbook.htm). The Project has 
also put together a set of costing and needs assessment tools for a number of MDG-related 
issues, including education, gender, water and sanitation, hunger, and various health topics. 
http://www.unmillenniumproject.org/policy/needs03.htm

The Handbook outlines the steps involved in formulating an MDG-based National Development 
Strategy. The first activity is to adapt the MDGs to each country-specific situation by defining 
appropriate national outcome targets based on the MDGs. This will require coordinated planning 
across all national sectors and ministries. Once outcome targets have been set, there are four 
steps for conducting an overall MDG Needs Assessment, as illustrated in Figure 1: 

Figure 1: Steps in an MDG Needs Assessment 

 

  
1.  Develop a list of interventions 

2..  Specify targets for each set of interventions 

3.  Estimate resource needs 

4.  Check results 
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These same steps should also be followed in preparing needs assessments for specific sectors or 
types of investments required for achieving the MDGs, including energy. Unlike other needs 
assessment tools that have been developed for sectors such as education and health, the Energy 
Costing Tool focuses mainly on Step 3 – estimating the costs of the interventions needed to 
achieve the MDGs (in this case those related to energy). While Steps 1 and 2 are discussed in 
subsequent chapters for the purpose of providing context, this User Guide is not intended to 
provide concrete guidance in terms of helping to identify appropriate energy interventions or 
determine how to set targets. The national decision-making processes that are responsible for 
determining these decisions are assumed to have taken place outside or in parallel to activities 
related to the application of the Energy Costing Tool.  

Why is costing national energy needs a necessary component of  
MDG planning processes?     

Implementation of plans to meet the MDGs must be based on many different types of interrelated 
interventions, including actions to reduce hunger and poverty, promote better health care and 
education, and support environmental sustainability. As discussed earlier, in many countries, 
increased energy investments are critical for achieving goals of improved economic development, 
poverty reduction and expanded social services.  

However, despite its cross-sectoral importance, energy is too often considered a single-sector 
issue, and does not receive enough attention as a development priority. One reason for this is a 
general unfamiliarity among practitioners and policy makers regarding the links between energy 
and development. Energy planning has generally been the province of specialized engineers and 
energy-sector experts, and is widely viewed as involving highly technical matters, such as numbers 
and types of electricity generators, miles of transmission lines, and facilities for importing, producing 
and distributing oil, gas and other fuel supplies. As a result, energy policies and interventions tend 
to be skewed towards a narrow set of issues – for example, focusing exclusively on electrification, 
without any specific regard to the needs and interests of the poor. When energy is mentioned in 
national MDG reports, it is usually analysed in terms of improving efficiency and reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions rather than as a factor in poverty-reduction programmes. 

Due to the cross-cutting need for energy services, energy-planning processes can and should 
bring together representatives from a number of different government line ministries, economic 
sectors and planning perspectives. Just saying that energy requirements should be considered in 
other types of planning, such as health or education initiatives, does not provide decision-makers 
with a sufficient basis for accomplishing that. Planners in a variety of sectors need to be involved 
with energy experts in figuring out what energy services are needed and what it will cost to get 
them. This sort of cross-sectoral discussion about a country’s energy needs and investment 
decisions provides an extremely useful opportunity for debate and coordination among different 
government offices, planners and stakeholders within the country. Helping facilitate this kind of 
policy dialogue, by providing practitioners with a relatively simple methodology for estimating the 
cost of energy needs related to reaching the MDGs, is the key aim of the Energy Costing Tool. 
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Chapter 

2  
Identifying interventions to  
expand energy access 
 

Before calculating quantitative cost estimates, country-specific planning exercises are needed to 
determine what sorts of interventions are most appropriate for expanding access to modern energy 
services for the poor. The first step for each country committed to implementing the MDGs is to 
look at each of the MDG targets – e.g., halving the proportion of people whose income is less than 
$1 a day, or halving the proportion of people who suffer from hunger, or reducing the child mortality 
rate by two-thirds – to determine what types of energy services would be needed in connection 
with each target.   

In terms of economic growth and poverty alleviation, countries need affordable and reliable access 
to energy for productive business and commercial activities. Increased access to energy would 
have the direct effect of allowing a larger proportion of the population to earn income. In terms of 
health care and educational goals, new schools and health facilities may be required. 

In many cases, countries will have already identified specific sector-based interventions as part of 
their development planning and budget projections – including requirements for human resources, 
infrastructure and financing. For MDG purposes, these planned sectoral interventions, and 
additional cross-cutting actions, will need to be put together in a comprehensive policy framework 
and a detailed integrated plan, with a timeline that extends to 2015.  

The UN Millennium Project’s Handbook, Preparing National Strategies to Achieve the Millennium 
D lopment Goals, outlines nine areas of activity or “investment clusters” for MDG-based 
pl ing, including:  

eve

1) ural development (increasing food supplies and income levels);  

ann 
2) rban development (promoting jobs, upgrading slums);  

R 
3) nsuring access to health services;  

U 
4) xpanding education systems;  

E 
5) vercoming gender inequality;  

E 
6) mproving environmental management;  

O 
7) uilding national science and technology capacities;  

I 
8) ncreasing cross-national cooperation and trade integration; and 

B I

9) Enhancing government management.   
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In addition, the Handbook points out that a comprehensive national needs assessment should 
include several critical areas not explicitly addressed by the MDGs, including access to energy and 
transportation services, because these are critical for reaching many of the MDGs.  

Clearly, including energy services in an overall needs assessment is important, but it can be a 
challenge for planners to demonstrate clear, quantitative and causal relationships between energy 
services and progress towards meeting the MDGs. The Handbook, however, offers some 
suggestions for energy interventions that would be supportive of MDG targets.   

 

Box 1: Suggested interventions from the UN Millennium Project’s Handbook 
Preparing National Strategies to Achieve the Millennium Development Goals 

For rural development: 

 Distribution of efficient cooking stoves 

 Distribution of modern fuels for cooking and heating 

 Interventions to reduce the adverse health impacts from cooking with biomass 

 Interventions to increase sustainable biomass production 

 Provision of diesel generators, hybrid systems, or solar home systems to schools,  
hospitals, clinics, community health centres and other community facilities  

 Interventions to facilitate community-level access to electricity and mechanical power 
through support for electrification, fuel, and mechanical devices for cooperatives, small 
businesses and community centres 

 Interventions to facilitate the use of electricity in rural communities that are not connected  
to the grid through low-cost technologies such as batteries and charging stations 

 Extension of the electrical power grid 

For urban development: 

 Interventions to support the use of modern cooking fuels (such as LPG and kerosene)  
and modern cooking devices (such as stoves and canisters) 

 Interventions to reduce the adverse health impacts from cooking with biomass 

 Interventions to ensure reliable electricity and mechanical power through grid extensions, 
lifeline rates, etc. 

 Financing mechanisms to spread out first costs of electricity connection, fuel supply and 
devices 

Source: UN Millennium Project, 2005 
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Chapter 

3  
Setting MDG-based national 
energy access targets 
 

While the choice of interventions involves an analysis of a country’s energy needs and appropriate 
options for action, selecting targets requires decision-makers to determine how much additional 
access to energy can reasonably be expected to be provided by 2015.  

Target-setting for energy is complicated by the fact that there is no established MDG target for 
access to energy services. Decisions about, for example, what proportion of people in rural areas 
should be provided with electricity or LPG stoves are not addressed in the agreed-upon 
international targets for the MDGs. Yet this is not actually so different from other MDG-related 
investment contexts, because even where there are specific MDG targets, every country needs to 
adapt and translate the goals into nationally appropriate action plans, which can be a complicated 
process.   

An energy target-setting exercise first requires collection of a comprehensive set of data about 
existing conditions within the country. The starting point is to estimate current levels of access to 
different types of energy services – for cooking, heating and food processing, illumination and 
communications, commercial and business operations, transportation, and other applications 
essential for economic and social development – and then to consider what minimum levels of 
access are needed over time to support achievement of the MDGs by 2015.  

In some countries there may be quite a bit of information about energy usage and availability, while 
in other countries accumulating the necessary data will be a major challenge.  

Existing levels of energy availability – and possibilities for increasing those levels – may also vary 
greatly depending on population density and geographical features in different regions of the 
country, or between urban and rural areas. In some cases, poverty and isolation are both causes 
for, and effects of, lack of energy access. Setting energy access targets for meeting national MDGs 
differs from business-as-usual energy planning by focusing on determining what is necessary to 
reduce poverty, rather than focusing mainly on extending the electrical grid to the places that are 
close to urban and/or industrial areas – where the demand and the ability to pay is the greatest.  

Political factors, however, will also come into play in defining acceptable development goals and 
priorities, just as the targets set for the MDGs themselves reflected political decisions about what 
degree of poverty alleviation could reasonably be expected by 2015 – for example, reducing by 
half, rather than 90 or 100 percent, the proportion of people suffering from hunger. 
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 There are many questions that must be asked about expanding energy access, such as: 

 How many households to try to reach?  

 How many schools and health facilities, existing and new?  

 In what parts of the country? 

 How many in urban areas?  

 How many in rural areas? 

In order to establish meaningful national MDG targets, experts and planners in many different 
sectors will need to coordinate their efforts. For example, government ministries concerned with 
agriculture, business, employment, health, education, water and the environment all have to 
consider what actions are needed to meet the targets and what types and amounts of energy 
services are associated with those actions.  

Examples of MDG-based national energy access targets do exist. The targets suggested by 
Energy Services for the Millennium Development Goals provide one example.   

Box 2: Suggested energy targets in Energy Services for the Millennium 
Development Goals  

1) Ensure reliable access to electricity to everyone in urban and peri-urban areas; 

2) Provide access to modern energy services (in the form of mechanical power and   
electricity) at the community level for all rural communities; and 

3) Enable the use of modern fuels for 50 percent of those who currently use traditional  
biomass for cooking. (For others, support the use of improved stoves, adopt measures to 
reduce adverse health effects of cooking with traditional fuels and increase sustainable 
biomass production.)  

Source: World Bank/ESMAP, UNDP, and UN Millennium Project, 2005 

The targets mentioned above focus on a few key priorities for increasing energy access. Any 
particular country’s own energy coverage targets can be based on these targets, or other sources, 
or determined independently by the country based on its own objectives, conditions, data and 
inputs from different sectors and ministries, or arrived at on a regional basis – as was done recently 
by the countries in the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS).  
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Box 3:  Regional energy targets set by the Economic Community of West 
African States (ECOWAS) 

In January 2006, the Heads of State of 15 West African countries adopted a Regional Policy on 
access to energy services for poverty reduction in line with achieving the MDGs. By 2015: 

1) 100% of the total population will have access to modern cooking fuel or facilities. 

2) At least 60% of people living in rural areas will have access to productive energy services 
in villages, in particular motive power to boost the productivity of economic activities. 

3) 66% of the population will have access to an individual electricity supply, or:  

a. 100% of urban and peri-urban areas 

b. 36% of rural populations; and 

c. 60% of the rural population will live in localities with  

(i) modernised basic social services (healthcare, drinking water,  
       communication, lighting, etc.)   

(ii) access to lighting, audiovisual and telecommunications, and 

(iii) coverage of isolated populations with decentralised approaches. 

Source: ECOWAS and UEMOA, 2006 

The regional energy targets set by ECOWAS build on the goals for electrification adopted in 2002 
by the New Partnership for African Development (NEPAD). They also reflect the sector priorities 
defined by the Forum of Energy Ministers for Africa (FEMA) at the 2005 Millennium Summit, which 
were: modern cooking fuels; energy for productive purposes; and energy services for community 
infrastructure, such as for refrigeration and lighting. 
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Chapter 

4  
Using the Energy Costing Tool to estimate the 
costs of meeting national energy needs 
 

After establishing a country’s MDG-based national energy needs, the next step is to estimate the 
costs of the interventions required to meet those needs. The remaining portion of this chapter 
explains how to use the Energy Costing Tool to estimate these costs.  

A. Energy Costing Tool basics 

Purpose, scope and limitations 

The Energy Costing Tool is an Excel-based model designed to assist countries in estimating the 
costs of increasing access to energy services to support the achievement of the MDGs. Some of 
the more important energy services that energy and energy appliances provide include 
illumination, refrigeration, communication, transportation, cooking, space heating, and mechanical 
po r.  we

e T

1) mproved cooking systems (i.e., modern fuels, sustainable biomass and improved cook 
toves);  

Th ool covers the following three categories of services as part of its analysis:  I

2) lectricity for lighting, information and communication technologies, and appliances  

s E

3) Mechanical power for agro/food processing, water pumping, enterprises and other productive 
uses.  

The Tool’s calculations are based on inputs provided by the country: nationally selected 
interventions and targets; data collected on population and current coverage rates; technologies 
that are readily available within a particular country; and unit costs of those technologies.  

It is important to understand that the purpose of the Tool is to produce rough estimates of energy 
costs that, along with a financing analysis, can be used to prepare budgets and MDG-based 
investment planning. It is designed to provide a flexible framework and an easily replicable 
methodology that different countries can use to estimate the energy expenditures needed for 
meeting their MDG-based objectives.  

The Energy Costing Tool is not a comprehensive investment model for a country’s entire energy 
sector. Instead, the Tool estimates only the costs of meeting a minimum set of energy needs 
deemed essential to achieve the MDGs. It does not cover large-scale interventions to increase a 
country’s generating capacity (see Box 4), or to provide energy needs for transportation and 
industry, or to meet household demands above a minimum level.  
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Box 4: Generation capacity  

One of the more important limitations of the Tool is that it does not assess the need for or the
cost of large-scale centralized infrastructure associated with increasing generation capacity.
While the Tool keeps track of the increased need for electricity, and even the cost of providing
it, it does not compare those needs with a country’s existing generation capacity or make any
attempt to estimate the cost of adding infrastructure, which might be required to produce
additional electricity. That type of calculation is left to government planners to conduct outside of
– or in conjunction with – this costing analysis.  
t is important to point out that the Energy Costing Tool is not a financial model. Since the Tool is 
ased on an MDG needs assessment approach, it does not try to identify sources of financing for 

he interventions needed, such as customer fees, government budgets or outside investments. 
his means that it does not take into account the amount consumers in a particular area would be 
illing or able to pay for energy services, or what funding sources might be available for providing 
nergy access to unserved households and communities. Supplementary analysis will be needed 
o determine the financing framework for MDG investments in energy services, within the context 
f national development budgets and the investment frameworks of public and private energy 
roviders. 

n addition to the limitations outlined above, the structure of the Tool incorporates certain 
ssumptions and strategies that the user should be aware of at the outset.   

 First, in keeping with the MDG needs-assessment methodology, the Tool calculates total as 
opposed to incremental resource needs. This means that recurrent costs accrue based on the 
total stock of consumers in a given period (existing and new consumers), while capital costs 
accrue based just on new consumers. If the user chooses to do so, he/she can calculate just 
incremental resource needs by changing the default setting on Worksheet 1 (see page 22). 

igure 2: Total versus Incremental Resource Needs 

 Second, the Tool assumes that urban areas are already served by some sort of electricity grid, 
and that the capital costs associated with electrifying urban areas include only the last 
connection cost for additional households and community institutions, such as schools and 
health clinics.  
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 Thirdly, if a community is targeted for rural electrification and for mechanical power 
interventions, the mechanical power technology selected will depend upon the kind of 
electrification system chosen for that type of community. Additional information about this 
assumption is detailed in the description of Worksheet 13 (see page 43).  

 Another assumption has to do with changes in coverage levels over time. The model assumes 
that for each intervention, a household or community within the target population receives the 
same intervention, regardless of when they are reached during the period in question. For 
example, if 100% of communities are targeted for rural electrification over a 10-year period, a 
community that remains unreached until year 9 is not assumed to receive any interim 
technology solution (such as an alternate, less-expensive off-grid technology). 

 Lastly, a few remarks are warranted about how the Tool deals with questions of whether or not 
grid extension is feasible for particular communities or areas of the country. As a static, 
spreadsheet-based model, the Tool is not able to map out or dynamically model a gradually 
expanding grid extension plan for a country. Instead, it provides a worksheet for estimating 
which areas of a country might be ‘grid feasible’. This is discussed in more detail in the 
description of Worksheet 7 (see page 31).   

Data requirements 

Th nergy model requires users to supply a number of data inputs and ‘parameters’. These inputs 
fall into five basic categories:  

e e

1) Interventions and technology options describe the types of infrastructure and services 
eemed necessary for MDG-compatible levels of energy access, as well as the range of 
vailable technologies for each type of service.  

d
a

2) Categories of settlement are used to sort the different kinds of settlements in which people 
live (e.g., the capital city, other urban areas, or different types of rural settlements), and the 
ways these different settlements are spread out within the various administrative units in the 
country (districts, provinces, etc.). This information will require basic national census 
information, as well as information such as whether people in rural areas live in dense clusters 
of communities or are widely scattered. This information is important for determining whether 
or not particular areas should be considered ‘grid feasible’, since distances between 
communities and households are important factors in determining the costs involved in grid 
electrification. Information about a country’s categories of settlement (and their grid feasibility) 
may be able to be supplied by experts familiar with the different administrative units in the 
ountry. However, if that is not possible, then Worksheet 7 provides a useful tool for estimating 
ow much of the country qualifies as ‘grid feasible’.  

c
h

3) Population and current access figures are needed to establish basic population 
parameters. Required inputs include: population and household size for each settlement 
category; numbers of education, health and community institutions in each settlement 
category; and current coverage rates for each energy service. This information is typically 
found in national population censuses, administrative data from various agencies and 
statistical databases. Alternately, the user can estimate some of these inputs by using simple 
atios, for example, by assuming that there are X number of educational institutions per 
ommunity. 

r
c

4) Targets and minimum needs inputs describe the 10-year goals for coverage for each type 
of intervention, as well as minimum MDG-compatible consumption levels (such as kilograms of 
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5) Unit costs describe the cost of a single intervention. Some examples include the cost of an 
improved biomass cookstove, the cost of a solar home system, or the cost of a diesel engine. 
Where possible, marginal costs should be used (as opposed to average unit costs). This 
information can be derived from a number of sources, including past procurement contracts or 
current market rates. To provide for changes in costs over time – to reflect potential price 
changes for inputs like oil or wages – the Tool allows the user to input unit costs on an annual 
basis, starting from the current year to the target year. The Tool also allows the user to change 
currencies to facilitate cross-country comparisons.  

PG per household per year). As discussed in previous sections, these targets will be 
etermined by a combination of political and practical national decision-making processes. 

For a more detailed list of data requirements, please refer to the Data Collection Checklist attached 
as Appendix A.  

In addition to these basic data inputs, the user is also asked to provide several “expert” judgements 
regarding rural electrification technologies in areas not currently served, including the scope for grid 
extension in each settlement category, as discussed above, and choices of the best off-grid 
technologies based on cost comparisons.   

Each of the input sheets and expert judgement areas are described in more detail below. 

B. Using the Energy Costing Tool 

Structure 

The overall structure of the worksheets that make up the Tool is shown below: 

Figure 3: Model architecture of the Energy Costing Tool 

Based on data and policy inputs from users and a few basic decisions regarding rural electrification 
technologies, the Energy Costing Tool performs a series of basic calculations and generates 
estimates of necessary resources. 
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 Input worksheets contain information supplied by the user, including required country data and 
co rage targets.  The input sheets include: ve 
2) ategories of Settlement 

1) nterventions and Technology Options I 
3) opulation and Current Access 

C 
4) argets and Minimum Needs 

P 
5) nit Costs (Input) 

T U

6) Unit Costs (Output) 

 The interim sheet ‘7. Rural Electrification-Grid/Off-Grid Choice’ requires the user to make some 
basic decisions about the scope for grid extension, which will then feed into subsequent 
calculation sheets.  

 Calculation worksheets take the data and coverage target inputs and perform basic 
multiplication and summation calculations to arrive at aggregate resource requirements. With 
the exception of sheet ‘12. Rural Off Grid Electrification’ – which requires the user to make 
some basic decisions about which decentralized electricity technologies to cost – none of the 
calculation sheets require input from the user. The basic methodology for calculating the cost 
of delivering selected energy services can be described by the following formula:  

Figure 4: Methodology for calculating Resource Requirements 

Infrastructure Number 
and services of unit# of HHs, communities Coverage Covered

Th lculation sheets include: e ca

8) Improved Cooking Systems 

9) Urban Electrification 

10) Regional and National Institutions 

11) Rural Grid Electrification 

12) Rural Off-Grid Electrification 

13) Mechanical Power 

The Summary sheet takes subtotals from each calculation sheet and organizes them into tables 
that provide information on total and per capita resource requirements needed for each energy 
service per year. It also provides 10-year totals and averages, as well as breakdowns by 
urban/rural settlements and by expenditure type (capital, fuel/electricity purchase and other 
recurrent costs).  

and institutions ratio populationx x needed= interventions=
per recipient needed

x 

ResourcesUnit =costs required
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The cells in the model are shaded different colors depending upon the kind of information they 
contain: 

Yellow cells contain inputs from the user that require some sort of prior policy decision. Country-
specific choices on interventions and technologies, targets, and minimum needs entries are all 
contained in yellow cells.  

Green cells contain inputs from the user that can be gathered from existing data sources. Entry 
cells for geographic, demographic and current coverage entries, as well as unit costs, are coded 
green.  

Grey cells contain information from input sheets, that is automatically entered into calculation 
sheets. When data is changed on an input sheet, grey cells will automatically update.  

White cells contain information that is calculated based on user inputs. For example, when the 
model multiplies coverage rates and target population to calculate yearly covered population 
numbers, the results are shown in white cells. 

Figure 5: Format key for cells 

Policy Decision Parameters (i.e. Interventions and Technology Decisions, Targets and Minimum Needs)

Collected Data (i.e. Geographic, Demographic, Coverage Data; Unit Costs)

Linked to Input Sheets

Calculated Cells

INPUT

INPUT

OUTPUT

OUTPUT

Level of analysis 

As mentioned earlier, the Tool is designed to cost interventions under three broad categories of 
energy services: (1) cooking/heating; (2) electrification; and (3) mechanical power. For each 
category, the level of analysis differs.  

For example, in cooking/heating the level of analysis is assumed to be the household. As a result, 
all costs associated with cooking refer to interventions made at the household level.  

In the case of electrification, there are two different levels of analysis: the household level and the 
community or village level (more specifically, the public institutions such as schools, health clinics 
and markets that are located within a community or village). In urban and peri-urban areas, the 
level of analysis is just the household, as it is assumed that most urban institutions such as schools 
and hospitals already have access to some minimum level of electricity (where this assumption 
does not hold true, the user can choose to analyze the costs of electrifying urban and peri-urban 
institutions). For rural areas, the level of analysis begins at the community/village level, as the 
electrification of local schools, health clinics, markets and other public institutions usually provides a 
node from which other users can be electrified. Depending on whether or not rural household 
electrification is a priority, the user can also analyze the additional costs of providing electricity at 
the household level. 
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Box 5: What constitutes a community? 

While the definition of a community is likely to vary from one country or region to another, for 
the purposes of this Tool, a community is considered to be any grouping of people who share 
common public institutions such as schools, health clinics and markets, and are close enough 
to one another geographically to justify analyzing their energy service options jointly. In most 
cases, community size will vary between 500 and 5,000 inhabitants, but this will ultimately 
depend on the country or region under consideration. An upper boundary for what differentiates 
a rural community from an urban area is required, as the two are analyzed separately in  
the Tool. 

  

For mechanical power, interventions are assumed to take place only at the community/village level 
– and only within rural areas – as people living in urban and peri-urban areas are assumed to 
already have access to some minimum level of mechanical power. What this means is that 
interventions associated with mechanical power (i.e., like installing an engine for agro-processing 
or a water pump) are analyzed – at least in terms of cost – as a single intervention per 
community/village, rather than per household. The amount and type of mechanical power needed 
per community, on the other hand, will remain a function of community size (i.e., number of 
households) and need. 

C. The Worksheets 

Input Sheets 

The figures entered into Input worksheets must be supplied by the user. As outlined in the Data 
Requirements section above, factual information will be based on data collected from national 
sources and information from different sectors and regions. Inputs on selected interventions, 
technology options and coverage targets will be determined based on a combination of political 
and practical national decision-making processes. 

Each input sheet is described in more detail in this section. 
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Worksheet 1. Interventions and Technology Options 

 

On this worksheet, the user lists selected types of energy access interventions and technology 
options for the different types of beneficiaries (households, institutions and communities) and 
suggested categories of energy services – e.g., improved cooking systems, urban and peri-urban 
electrification, rural electrification, and mechanical power.  

For example, preferred technology options for improved cooking systems could include the use of 
cleaner fuels, such as kerosene and LPG. For those who would not be likely to obtain access to 
those cleaner fuels within the target period, other options to consider are sustainable biomass 
production and improved stoves for using traditional biomass fuels.  

The technology choice for electricity access in urban areas would most often be the grid, but in 
rural areas where grid extension may not be affordable, other technology options could include 
diesel mini-grids or electrical power from available renewable energy sources, such as wind, solar, 
small hydropower and modern biomass generators.  

As mentioned above, the Tool asks the user to specify a corresponding mechanical power 
technology for each rural electrification option. This ensures that the Tool estimates the costs of a 
coordinated package of electricity and mechanical power interventions, and avoids double counting 
of stand-alone systems. 

At the bottom of the sheet, the user has the ability to choose whether to calculate total resource 
needs or incremental needs. As mentioned earlier, total resource needs include costs for both new 
and existing consumers. Incremental resource needs, on the other hand, just include costs 
associated with new consumers. In line with the needs-assessment methodology, the Tool is set to 
calculate total resource needs as its default (the value “1” should appear in the corresponding cell). 
This can be changed, if the user chooses to do so, by leaving the corresponding cell blank, in 
which case only incremental resource needs will be calculated. 
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Worksheet 2. Categories of Settlement  

 

One of the most difficult challenges of costing is to determine which electrification and mechanical 
power technologies should be used and therefore costed. Appropriate technology choices and 
costs vary with the size, density and distance between rural communities. The Energy Costing Tool 
provides a framework for the user to determine the best technologies for a particular type of 
community by dividing the country into different “categories of settlement”. Once settlement 
categories are defined, all population data, targets and unit costs are entered separately by 
category. 

The categories of settlement worksheet has separate divisions for urban and rural areas and for 
regional and national institutions.  

Rural areas 

The first task for the user is to define the different categories of rural settlement into which the 
country’s communities will be divided. The categorisation of rural areas is determined by the user, 
and should reflect major differences in settlement patterns (i.e., village size, density, etc.) that will 
significantly affect the cost structure for energy interventions (particularly in electricity and 
mechanical power). Furthermore, because the rest of the input pages allow for separate inputs by 
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settlement category, the user should define categories for which disaggregated data may be 
available. Once the categories are defined, the worksheet allows the user to enter the percentage 
of communities in each administrative unit that fall into each category. 

Lines 6 through 13 below provide a sample framework for determining rural settlement categories. 

 

In the sample, Column “C” lists the generic name for each type of settlement. There is space to 
enter up to four different rural settlement categories. In Columns D and E, the user is asked to 
define the different categories chosen. For example, in the table above, 3 categories are listed, 
based on average community size. In accordance with the color coding, these inputs are in yellow, 
as they are policy/analytical decisions rather than data inputs. 

Once rural settlement categories are defined, the Tool allows users to input the percentages of 
different rural administrative units (i.e., districts, provinces, etc.) that fall into the different settlement 
categories. Rows 16 through 33 allow the user to enter information for up to 14 administrative units. 
For each administrative unit, the user specifies the rural population (the population of any urban 
areas in the unit should be excluded), the geographic area of the unit (again excluding urban 
areas), the total number of communities and the percentage of each unit’s communities that fall 
into each category. Because these are straight data inputs, the cells are shaded green. 
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Urban areas 

In rows 38 through 42 of the sample, the Tool allows the user to define 2 categories of urban 
settlements. For example, the Senegal analysis defined a separate category for the capital city 
(usually the largest and most densely populated, and likely to have the most grid-based electrical 
service) and another grouping for other cities.  

 

In rows 44 through 49, the user enters population information for specified types of urban areas 
(there is space for up to 5) and specifies which of the two settlement categories they fall into. In this 
example, Dakar falls into Type E “Capital City”. Secondary cities along with peri-urban areas 
located just outside of Dakar are grouped into Type F “Other Urban”.   

Based on these inputs, the Tool aggregates the population in each category of urban settlement.  

 

Regional and national institutions 

Information is also entered on this worksheet concerning regional and national institutions.  Since 
major public institutions (such as hospitals, universities, etc.) are likely to be spread out unevenly 
throughout the country, they are treated separately in the model. These are defined by the user 
and listed in rows 55 through 60, along with the current number of each type of institution. 
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Worksheet 3. Population and Current Access 

This worksheet requires the user to provide information about current population figures, 
household size and existing institutions for each category of settlement (according to the 
categorisation undertaken on the previous worksheet).  

The rural institutions that are assumed to be covered are health and education facilities and 
markets or community centres, as well as any “other” institutions. Ideally, the user would have 
accurate information on the number of each type of institution in each settlement category. If this 
data is not available, users might wish to estimate the number of institutions based on population 
parameters (e.g., one school for every 4,000 inhabitants).  

Populations and demographics can be expected to change over time, so for purposes of 
formulating a long-term plan, an attempt needs to be made to take these changes into account. 

For each category of settlement, the user is then asked to estimate current access to cooking 
systems, electrification and mechanical power. 

 

Current percentages of the population with access to grid and off-grid electricity should be entered 
separately, as both are dealt with (i.e., costed) differently. 

A separate section lists national and regional institutions, allowing the user to input expected 
changes in the number of each type of institution over time. For urban households and for regional 
and national institutions, the “current” column is automatically filled with the information from the 
“Categories of Settlement” worksheet. 
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Worksheet 4. Targets and Minimum Needs  

After defining the percentage of people in each category of settlement who currently have access 
to energy services, the “Targets and Minimum Needs” worksheet asks the user to enter projected 
percentage levels of coverage needed over the course of the next 10 years to meet the national 
MDG targets. Current coverage is entered automatically based on inputs on the previous sheet. 
The sheet also calculates weighted averages for all types in rural and urban areas. 

 

Setting yearly projected percentage levels for each energy service requires the user to make 
decisions about how quickly energy access is expected to be ramped up in order to meet the target 
level set for 2015. Although a linear projection is built in the model as a default, the user is free to 
manually adjust the yearly coverage rates as needed, as long as they are increasing and use the 
current and target years as beginning and end points.  

This sheet also asks users to define minimum consumption levels for each type of energy service. 
For example, in rows 132 through 139, the user enters the minimum amount of electricity needed 
for each type of public institution, along with the amount of electricity deemed sufficient to satisfy 
basic household needs such as lighting.  
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Worksheet 5. Unit Costs (Input) 

This sheet asks users to enter the unit costs for each intervention according to the different types of 
costs associated with it. The costs for different technology options include both capital costs for 
acquiring new equipment and recurrent costs such as for fuel and maintenance expenses, as well 
as institutional capacity costs (see Box 6). If costs that are not explicitly included in the Tool (such 
as depreciation or replacement costs) are deemed significant enough to warrant counting them (as 
might be the case when it comes to replacing cookstoves), it is recommended that they either be 
annualised and included under maintenance costs or inserted as a new line item under the 
appropriate type of cost.  

Box 6: Institutional capacity costs 

The term ‘institutional capacity cost’ refers to the cost of building the institutional and human 
capacities required to scale up service delivery. This includes training, awareness building, 
advocacy and any other costs associated with expanding programmes in line with increasing 
service delivery. In some cases, these costs may already be included in a previously 
accounted for cost (i.e., an electricity tariff). In these cases, it may not be necessary to include 
a separate cost for institutional capacity building. However, care should be taken in deciding 
when not to analyse institutional capacity costs separately, as such costs are not always 
recoverable by public utilities or energy providers. 

Unlike capital and recurrent costs, which typically scale by the incremental number of 
interventions made (i.e., number of stoves distributed per year) and the total amount of energy 
used (i.e., LPG consumed by year), respectively, institutional capacity costs can be incurred in 
a number of different ways throughout the lifetime of a programme. Examples include onetime 
costs for setting up offices, incremental costs for promotion, and cumulative costs for training. 
As modelling these different types of costs would complicate the use of the Tool, users are 
asked to annualise institutional capacity costs and enter them on an incremental basis; that is, 
as a function of how many units of a particular intervention are delivered per year. 

For example, under ’improved cooking systems’, users are asked to enter the capital cost for 
kerosene stoves, per-litre kerosene fuel costs at the port or terminal, and per-litre transportation 
and distribution costs, as well as institutional capacity costs per household served. 
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For off-grid rural electrification technologies, users are asked to provide per-community, per-
institution and per-household costs, divided into capital costs and several categories of recurrent 
costs.   

For costing purposes, it is vital to obtain location-specific information, since fuel prices and 
availability, electricity-generating capacities, and costs of different types of technologies will vary 
from place to place. These costs could be verified through interviews with local utilities, ministries 
and other agencies/organizations that have participated in previous project development. The Tool 
enables users to enter separate costs by year, if prices are expected to change (for example, to 
reflect anticipated economies of scale). 
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Worksheet 6. Unit Costs (Output) 

Once all unit costs have been entered in the Unit Costs (Input) worksheet, the user is asked to 
enter – at the top of the following unit cost worksheet titled “Unit Costs (Output)” – the currency in 
which all subsequent calculations will be performed. The worksheet also asks the user to enter the 
exchange rate between the currency the unit costs were entered in and the desired currency in 
which the Tool’s outputs will be reported. If the two are the same, all the user must do is enter in 
the same currency in both the input and output fields and enter the value “1” as the exchange rate. 

 
Worksheet 7. Rural Electrification — Grid/Off-Grid Choice 

To allow users to specify appropriate rural electrification technologies, the Tool contains a special 
worksheet for determining the communities to which the national grid should be extended, and the 
communities for which off-grid systems would be most appropriate. After this sheet is completed, 
the Tool feeds this information into two separate calculation sheets for rural electrification (grid and 
off-grid). 

The diagram below illustrates how this sheet feeds into the calculation sheets for rural 
electrification. 
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Figure 6. Grid and Off-Grid Electrification 
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The Grid/Off-Grid choice worksheet provides a framework for users to enter expert judgements on 
which areas are “grid feasible”. The two calculation sheets are described in more detail below. 

This worksheet automatically enters the information on population, density, community type and 
number of communities from the Categories of Settlement worksheet, as such data is useful in 
determining grid feasibility. Using a geographic disaggregation factor supplied by the user (see Box 
7), the sheet then calculates the average interconnection distance between communities and the 
amount of medium voltage transmission wire needed per person within each administrative unit, 
assuming all communities are to be electrified by the national grid. This provides a framework in 
which experts can then, in the “expert input” column, enter what percentage of a particular 
administrative unit is ‘grid feasible’. 
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Box 7: Estimating grid feasibility using ‘MV Line per Person’ as a guide  

Determining where the grid would provide the most cost-effective solution for electrifying 
communities and households – as compared with other alternatives such as solar PV, micro 
hydro power, mini-grids, etc. – can be a complicated process, one that relies on a number of 
factors, including geography, population density and costs. It is also a process that is beyond 
the scope of this Tool. In lieu of performing such a complex analysis, the Tool provides users 
with an estimation of how much medium-voltage (MV) transmission line would be required per 
person, assuming that all communities are to be electrified by the grid. This correlates well with 
grid feasibility as medium-voltage line represents the bulk of the cost of extending a grid. The 
usefulness of this estimation is that, when combined with data about costs, it allows users to 
compare the costs of grid extension with decentralized systems on a per capita basis. For 
example, if through some additional analysis the user determined that the maximum length of 
MV line per capita above which a stand-alone system would be a cheaper solution is 6 
meters, the user could then compare the actual MV line required (as computed in the Tool) 
with this threshold to make a judgement about the cost effectiveness of extending the grid. 
Even without cost data, the length of MV line required per person provides users with a 
relative ranking of which administrative units would be more likely to be grid feasible. The 
lower the value (i.e., the less line required per person), the more likely the grid would be the 
cost-effective solution. The higher the value (i.e., the more line required per person), the less 
likely the grid would be the cost-effective solution, as other alternatives such as PV and mini-
grids would become more competitive. Ultimately, however, it is up to the user to decide the 
percentage of each administrative unit’s communities for which the grid would provide the 
most cost-effective solution for electrification.  

Based on this unit-by-unit information, the model calculates the weighted percentage of each 
settlement category that is “grid-feasible”. If it is more appropriate to make a grid/off-grid 
determination by settlement type rather than by administrative unit, a percentage can be entered 
directly in the “Aggregate % Grid-feasible” column. This will automatically feed into the rest of the 
model. The model also calculates the number of households served per community and the 
kilometres of medium-voltage (MV) line needed per grid-feasible community – the key parameter in 
determining the cost of grid extension. 

 

In the remaining rows of this sheet, there is a summary of grid needs for each category of 
settlement, based on the aggregate percentages calculated above. 

It is important to note that this estimation is separate from the question of coverage targets – this 
worksheet simply establishes what percentage of communities could feasibly be covered by a 
national grid. Once this determination is made, coverage rates are applied to rural communities for 
the different technology options. 
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Calculation Worksheets  

As the data in the General Inputs worksheets is inserted, it is automatically inserted in the 
appropriate Calculation Worksheets. There is a separate worksheet for each type of energy service 
– cooking systems, rural electrification, mechanical power and urban electrification – and within 
each worksheet the calculations are broken down by each category of settlement. Based on these 
inputs, the calculations sheets perform simple multiplication and addition to arrive at resource 
estimates. With the exception of the calculation sheet for rural off-grid systems (which requires the 
user to choose between technologies), no additional input is needed from the user to operate the 
calculation sheets. 

The basic methodology for calculating the cost of delivering selected energy services can be 
described in the following formula, presented earlier in Figure 2:  

Infrastructure Number 
Coverage Covered and services of unit# of HHs, communities

 

Each calculation is performed for each year, by settlement category. The yearly scale-up of 
services is determined by changes in population and coverage targets for each year. 

For example, we can look at the first rows of the urban electrification sheet set out below. Here, 
you can see how inputs on yearly “Type E” urban population (row 9), household coverage (row 
12), and household size (row 14) are used to calculate the total, incremental and cumulative 
number of households electrified (rows 15 thru 17). According to the color-coding system of the 
model, all automatic entries from input sheets are shaded grey. All subsequent calculations appear 
in white. 

 

and institutions ratio population needed
per recipient

interventions
needed

Unit 
costs 

Resources
required

x x= =

x

=
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Next, we can see that the calculation sheet aggregates the unit costs entered on the input sheets, 
calculating a per-household urban electrification cost: 

 

Then the calculation sheet brings together the coverage and cost calculations to calculate total 
yearly costs by settlement type. Capital costs are applied to incrementally added households, while 
all recurrent costs (for the exception of capacity building costs – see Box 6) are applied to the total 
number of households electrified. 
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Worksheet 8. Improved Cooking Systems 

 

Using the inputs for population, targets, minimum needs and unit costs, this worksheet calculates 
the overall costs of (a) projected capital investments in equipment, (b) estimated supplies of 
kerosene and LPG, and (c) increases needed in sustainable production of biomass and improved 
stove technologies.  

The results for each settlement category are shown first, and then aggregated into national totals. 
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Worksheet 9. Urban Electrification 

 

As mentioned above, the Tool assumes that grid electrification will be appropriate in all urban 
areas. Thus, this sheet performs simple calculations to arrive at the total cost of connecting urban 
households and institutions to the national grid.   

In addition, this sheet calculates the yearly number of new connections by recipient, as well as a 
yearly summary of total kilowatt-hours needed to meet minimum urban consumption and access 
targets.  
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Worksheet 10. Regional and National Institutions 

This worksheet combines inputs already entered in the corresponding input pages and estimates 
the number of the regional and national institutions for which energy services will need to be 
provided, and the minimum MDG-compatible consumption levels for those institutions. 

Since major regional and national institutions are likely to already have basic access, but are also 
likely to require investment in fuels and electricity as well as upkeep, only recurrent costs are 
calculated. 

 
Worksheet 11.  Rural Grid Electrification 

This worksheet estimates the costs of meeting rural energy coverage targets in those areas where 
grid connection has been determined the most appropriate technology.  

Unlike urban grid calculations, rural grid electrification is assumed to require the extension of 
medium-voltage lines to targeted rural communities. Thus, costs depend heavily on the length of 
MV line needed to connect each community, in addition to the last-connection cost for each 
community connection. The rural grid calculation page brings together the information computed in 
the Grid/Off-Grid Choice sheet with the unit costs entered per household and per kilometer of grid 
extension. 
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The Tool provides a detailed breakdown of grid extension costs for the different categories of 
consumers – including capital outlays for lines and transformers, as well as system maintenance 
costs, recurrent supply costs, billing and collection costs, and institutional capacity costs. It will also 
produce a summary of consumption requirements for minimum MDG needs by rural grid 
consumers. 
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Worksheet 12. Rural Off-Grid Electrification: Cost Comparison and Technology Choice 

The rural off-grid calculation worksheet is the only calculation worksheet for which additional user 
inputs are needed. The rural off-grid calculations sheet allows users to compare the costs of 
different off-grid technologies for each settlement category, and then choose the most appropriate 
technology option.  

First, the worksheet calculates the costs of each off-grid option using the same methodology as in 
other calculation pages. After these calculations are performed, however, the model requires that 
the user choose one of the available technologies for each settlement category. 

In rows 233 through 295, the worksheet summarizes the capital, recurrent, and total cost of each 
technology option (see excerpt below).  
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In row 300, there is a drop-down menu of available technologies for each settlement category. 
When the user clicks the chosen technology for each settlement category, the Tool automatically 
draws down the costs of that technology and feeds them into the results. 
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Worksheet 13. Mechanical Power 

 

As discussed above, this Tool links mechanical power technologies to the chosen rural 
electrification technology. That is, if a community is targeted for rural electrification and for 
mechanical power interventions, the mechanical power technology will depend upon the kind of 
electrification system chosen for that type of community.  

Th chanical Power worksheet therefore splits targeted rural communities into three categories, 
ba d on previous inputs and technology choices:  

e Me
se

1) ommunities targeted for mechanical power that are also targeted for grid extension;   
2) ommunities targeted for mechanical power that are targeted for off-grid systems; and  

C C

3) Communities targeted for mechanical power that are not targeted for electrification over  
the period.   

For each subset of targeted communities, the worksheet performs calculations based on the 
technology choices the user has specified for each electrification technology.   
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For example, in the case of Senegal, the Tool specifies that communities targeted for grid 
electrification will also have access to mechanical power through the grid. Thus, for these 
communities the Tool calculates the additional capital and recurrent costs of meeting mechanical 
power needs through the grid (based on unit costs entered in the input pages). 
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Worksheet 14. Summary Sheet 

This sheet shows coverage levels and total national costs for all the different categories of energy 
service: improved cooking systems, rural and urban electrification and mechanical power. 

The totals are also shown on a per capita basis to allow for comparisons between resource needs 
for energy and other sectoral priorities within a country, and comparisons between countries in 
terms of energy investments per capita.     

By expanding the grouped rows on the left, users can also view summaries by an urban/rural 
breakdown, and by expenditure type (to expand the rows, click the “+” signs in the left margin of 
the sheet). 

The additional “Graphs” worksheet gives graphic representations of these summary results. 
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D. Adapting the Tool 

The Energy Costing Tool is designed to be generally applicable to a broad range of countries and 
systems, but countries may wish to adapt it further to reflect local circumstances. Here, we discuss 
three adaptations that countries may wish to make to the model: dropping interventions, changing 
interventions and adding interventions. 

Dropping interventions 

In some cases, countries may decide not to use one or more of the interventions built into the 
model. For example, a country may decide that some of the demand-side interventions are not 
needed. There are many ways to reflect this in the model, but the easiest is to zero out coverage 
and costs. To do this, users enter zeros for all coverage targets associated with the intervention. 
This will eliminate the intervention from resource estimates. For example, in the Senegal study, it 
was determined that kerosene interventions were not needed. 

 

By simply entering “0” every year for coverage targets, the Senegal model eliminated kerosene 
from its calculations. 

Changing interventions 

To modify an intervention by changing it to a different kind of intervention, users should go to the 
“Interventions and Technologies” page and change the name of the intervention. If the costing 
methodology for the intervention remains the same as the one it is replacing, then changing the 
names of the cells in the “Interventions” page should be sufficient. Otherwise, the user will need to 
ensure that appropriate costing fields and formulas are entered for the new intervention. 

Adding interventions 

There are many ways to add interventions to the model, and advanced users should find it 
relatively easy to add rows and link them throughout the model to the relevant worksheets. The 
simplest, most modular and most intuitive way to add an intervention to the model is to add a 
worksheet to the model to account for all of the new interventions.  

Users should enter any new population data, coverage targets and unit costs associated with the 
new intervention. The new worksheet should follow the same general methodology as the rest of 
the model, scaling up coverage targets and multiplying them by unit costs to derive resource 
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estimates. Once resource estimates have been calculated, formulas on the Summary page should 
be updated to include them. In particular, the formulas for capital, recurrent and total costs in each 
area should be revised to include the capital, recurrent, and total costs of the new interventions. 

E.  Checking results and trouble-shooting 

Once results have been derived from the Energy Costing Tool, how can the user tell whether the 
results are realistic? 

One way is to check the totals obtained by using the Tool against results for other countries by 
comparing the per capita costs. The UN Millennium Project Handbook Preparing National 
Strategies to Achieve the Millennium Development Goals provides some illustrative per capita 
dollar figures for investment needs, including for energy that can be used for comparisons.  

Other ways to check results include examining the path of per capita expenditures over a 10-year 
period and running internal checks on cost drivers: 

 Path of per capita expenditures. One way to check for major errors is to study the 10-year 
path of per capita expenditures. If there are any unusual spikes or troughs, or other patterns, 
users may need to reexamine scale-up paths and other formulas on calculations pages. 

 Internal checks on cost drivers. Another way to assess results is to analyze the major 
drivers of total resource needs. Cross-country comparisons suggest that costs for improved 
fuels will contribute between 40 percent and 50 percent of total cost estimates. Primarily due to 
this, cooking systems typically make up 50 percent to 60 percent of total costs. If there are 
large variances in one or more of these costs, the user may wish to re-examine some of the 
unit costs, the outcome/coverage targets, or input quantity ratios and compare them to 
international standards to identify the source of variance. 

Trouble-shooting 

During the course of the costing exercise, users may also encounter a number of modeling issues 
and problems. Here, we discuss some of the most common problems and identify simple tools that 
may help resolve them.  

1)  Unrealistically high or low resource estimates  

After comparing results with comparable estimates, the user may find that the model has produced 
unrealistically high or low values. A bit of detective work will be in order, moving from general to 
specific issues.  

 Are any of the cost drivers significantly higher or lower than cross-country benchmarks?  

 Are there any large spikes or troughs in the pattern of resource needs? (This might indicate a 
typographical error in a single year’s entry). 

 Are all of the coverage and input quantity ratio targets accurate?  

 Are the unit costs reasonable? 

 Are recurrent and capital costs calculated correctly? (If the calculations are mixed up, or based 
incorrectly on incremental vs. cumulative figures, results may be unrealistically high or low) 

 Are results highly sensitive to small changes in variables? If so, users should be very careful in 
interpreting results. 
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2)  #VALUE 

If the phrase “#VALUE” appears in a cell, the problem is most likely that the user has entered an 
inappropriate value for the variable, e.g., text in a cell that accepts only numbers. If inappropriate 
values are entered into cells that are used to calculate values in other cells, all the dependent cells 
will also display the #VALUE symbol. If confronted with this problem, the user should click on a cell 
where the #VALUE symbol is displayed and go to the “Tools” menu, select “Auditing,” and click on 
“Trace Precedents”. By following the arrows backward to the cell with the original error, the user 
should be able to identify and correct the problem. 

3)  #REF 

If the phrase “#REF” appears, a link has been broken, most likely by deleting a precedent cell. If 
the #REF symbol has just appeared, go to the “Edit” menu and select “Undo,” which may bring 
back the deleted cell and solve the problem. If this does not help, select a cell where the #REF 
symbol appears and try to assess what cell might have been deleted or moved. If, for example, the 
cell is the sum of various infrastructure costs and there is one #REF symbol in the summation 
formula, it is likely that the missing cell is also an infrastructure entry. Going through this process 
may help the user identify and rectify the problem. 

Many #REF problems can be avoided by following two simple rules. First, before deleting any cell, 
select it and use the Auditing function (under the “Tools” menu) to “Trace dependents.” If there are 
any dependents, make sure that their formulas are appropriately modified before deleting the cell.  

Second, when moving cells or rows from place to place, always CUT (from the “Edit” menu) and 
then PASTE (also from the “Edit” menu). Never “COPY” and paste. Cutting and pasting updates all 
of the links; copying and pasting does not. 

4)  #DIV/0! 

The “#DIV/0” symbol means that a formula involves division where the denominator is zero, 
yielding an undefined result. When this occurs, examine the formula and check the precedent cells 
to ensure that the values are correct. More often than not, the “#DIV/0” symbol appears when an 
entry has been accidentally deleted and used as the denominator in a quotient formula, yielding 
this readily resolvable problem. 
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Chapter 

5  
Conclusion and next steps 
 

This Guide has been prepared to introduce and facilitate use of the Energy Costing Tool as part of 
strategic planning and budgeting processes that will bring countries closer to achieving the MDGs. 
Those Goals were adopted in 2000, with a target date of 2015, so there is an urgent need for 
action. By making the proper types of long-term investments now, governments and institutions 
can make it possible to meet the Goals, and bring much-needed relief to the many people around 
the world currently suffering from hunger, extreme hunger, lack of education and health care and 
social inequities.  

At the 2005 World Summit, world leaders reiterated their support for the MDGs by committing to 
support the development and implementation of MDG-based national development strategies, and 
acknowledged that energy is a fundamental element of such actions. This acknowledgement was 
founded on the understanding that without increased access to modern energy services for the 
poor, the MDGs are unlikely to be met. 

Although the focus of this Guide and the Tool is on costing MDG-based national energy needs, 
UNDP and the UN Millennium Project view this effort as just one aspect of a larger, coordinated 
effort to focus attention on practical steps that must be taken to move discussions about the MDGs 
beyond the level of wishful thinking. Within countries, broad-based inputs from civil society groups 
and the private sector are needed, as well as effective government action, to establish achievable 
long-term development priorities and targets. Once that process has begun, the Energy Costing 
Tool, and other similar tools for other sectors, can be used to help arrive at an estimate of the 
country’s actual budgetary needs in connection with the MDGs.  

Realistic costing information can provide a bridge that will move policy and planning wish lists past 
the financial constraints that stand in the way of coordinated development initiatives – by providing 
a framework for combined pro-poor investments from a variety of sources, including businesses, 
communities, civil society groups and international donors, as well as national governments.    

The Energy Costing Tool has already been applied and tested in West Africa, and is ready to be 
offered to other countries as a useful tool for integrating energy investments into medium and long-
term fiscal planning. It is hoped that the Tool will prove to be an effective vehicle for helping 
governments and planners move toward the incorporation of MDG-based budgeting. As it is more 
widely applied, we expect, however, that additional adaptations and improvements will be 
developed, and the Tool can be modified and updated in response to further testing and feedback 
from users. 
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Appendix A: Data collection checklist 
 

 
Socio-Demographic Data         

    Typical This data is needed for…   

Type of Data Definition Unit Rural/Urban Current/Planned Priority 

Population Data           
  Rural population Rural population of each administrative unit (i.e., district) within the country capita rural current high 

  Urban population Population of all major urban and peri-urban areas capita urban current high 

  Population growth rate Projected population growth rate or estimate of rural and urban populations 
over time 

percent   rural & urban na medium

              
Geographic Data           
  Size of administrative units Geographic area of each administrative unit (excluding urban areas)  km2 rural na low 

              
Demographic Data           
  Distribution of community/village size by 

administrative unit 
Number of communities/villages of different size per administrative unit villages rural & urban current high 

  Household size Average household size capita rural & urban current & planned high 

  Number of educational institutions Number of educational institutions (i.e., local schools), as measured either as 
a total for each rural/urban area or as an average per rural community/village 

school rural & urban current & planned high 

  Number of health institutions Number of health institutions (i.e., health clinics), as measured either as a 
total for each rural/urban area or as an average per rural community/village 

health clinic rural & urban current & planned high 

  Number of markets/community centers Number of markets or community centers, as measured either as a total for 
each rural/urban area or as an average per rural community/village 

community 
center 

rural & urban current & planned high 

  Number of ‘other’ institutions Number of ‘other’ institutions to be analyzed, as measured either as a total for 
each rural/urban area or as an average per rural community/village 

other rural & urban current & planned high 
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Energy Access Data 
    Typical This data is needed for…   

Type of Data Definition Unit Rural / 
Urban 

Current / 
Planned 

Priority 

Cooking/Heating Data           
  % of households with access to modern 

fuels 
Percentage of households using LPG or kerosene as their primary 
cooking/heating fuel  

percent rural & urban current & planned high 

  % of households with access to 
sustainable production of biomass 

Percentage of households using biomass, which is produced sustainably 
(either through agroforestry, woodlots, community forests, etc.) 

percent rural & urban current & planned medium 

  % of households with access to improved 
biomass cookstoves 

Percentage of households using one or more improved biomass cookstoves percent rural & urban current & planned medium 

              
Electrification Data           
  % of communities electrified  Percentage of communities/villages that are electrified, either from the 

national electricity grid or stand-alone systems  
percent    rural current high

  % of households electrified Percentage of households that are electrified, either from the national 
electricity grid or stand-alone systems  

percent rural & urban current & planned high 

  % of urban educational institutions 
electrified 

Percentage of urban educational institutions (i.e., local schools) that are 
electrified  

percent urban current & planned medium 

  % of urban health institutions electrified Percentage of urban health institutions (i.e., health clinics) that are electrified percent urban current & planned medium 

  % of urban markets/community centers 
electrified 

Percentage of urban markets or community centers that are electrified percent urban current & planned medium 

  % of ‘other’ urban institutions electrified Percentage of ‘other’ urban institutions that are electrified percent urban current & planned medium 

              
Motive Power           
  % of rural communities/villages with 

access to motive power 
Percentage of communities/villages that have access to motive power for 
agroprocessing, water pumping, etc. 

percent rural current & planned high 

         

0
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Energy Needs Data 
    Typical This data is needed for…   

Type of Data Definition Unit Rural / 
Urban 

Current / 
Planned 

Priority 

Cooking/Heating Data           
  Minimum consumption of modern fuels 

per household per year 
Minimum amount of LPG or kerosene needed per household per year to meet 
cooking/heating needs 

liters/year 
or kgs/year 

rural & urban current high 

              
Electrification Data           
  Minimum lifeline consumption of 

electricity per household per year 
Minimum amount of electricity needed per household per year kWh/year rural & urban current high 

  Electricity consumption per educational 
institution per year 

Average amount of electricity needed per year to satisfy a school's basic 
power needs (i.e., lighting, computers, etc.) 

kWh/year    rural & urban current high

  Electricity consumption per health 
institution per year 

Average amount of electricity needed per year to satisfy a health clinic's basic 
power needs (i.e., lighting, refrigeration, etc.) 

kWh/year    rural & urban current high

  Electricity consumption per 
market/community center per year 

Average amount of electricity needed per year to satisfy a market/community 
center's basic power needs (i.e., lighting, etc.) 

kWh/year    rural & urban current high

  Electricity consumption per ‘other’ 
institution per year 

Average amount of electricity needed per year to satisfy other community 
power needs 

kWh/year    rural & urban current medium

              
Motive Power           
  Minimum consumption of electricity for 

motive power per rural household per year 
Minimum amount of electricity needed for motive power per rural household 
per year given access to the national electricity grid 

kWh/year rural current & planned high 

  Minimum consumption of fuel for motive 
power per rural household per year 

Minimum amount of fuel (i.e., diesel) needed for motive power per rural 
household per year given access to an engine 

liters/year rural current & planned high 
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Unit Cost Data 
    Typical  This data is needed for…   

Type of Data Definition Unit Rural / 
Urban 

Current / Future Priority 

Cooking/Heating Data           
  Capital cost of modern fuel cooking 

device 
Capital cost of a typical modern fuel cooking stove (for both kerosene & 
LPG) 

$/unit rural & urban current & future high 

  Recurrent (supply) cost of modern fuel Cost of modern fuel supply, measured at different nodes within the supply 
chain (i.e., port, transportation, etc.) 

$/liter or 
$/kg 

rural & urban current & future high 

  Other recurrent costs for modern fuel 
supply 

Cost of any other recurrent activities associated with the supply of modern 
fuels (i.e., institutional, etc.) 

$/household rural & urban current & future high 

  Capital cost of sustainable production of 
biomass  

Capital cost associated with the sustainable production of biomass $/household rural & urban current & future high 

  Recurrent (supply) cost of sustainable 
production of biomass  

Recurrent cost associated with the sustainable production of biomass $/household rural & urban current & future high 

  Other recurrent costs for sustainable 
production of biomass  

Cost of any other recurrent activities associated with the sustainable 
production of biomass 

$/household rural & urban current & future high 

  Capital cost of improved biomass 
cookstove 

Capital cost of a typical improved biomass cookstove $/unit or 
$/household 

rural & urban current & future high 

  Recurrent (supply) cost of improved 
biomass cookstove 

Recurrent cost associated with improved biomass cookstove $/household rural & urban current & future high 

  Other recurrent costs for improved 
biomass cookstove 

Cost of any other recurrent activities associated with improved biomass 
cookstove 

$/household rural & urban current & future high 

              
Electrification Data           
  Capital cost of medium-voltage electricity 

line 
Average capital cost associated with extending 1 km of medium-voltage 
electricity line 

$/km rural current & future high 

  Capital cost of a transformer Cost of transformers for different kW needs $/unit or 
$/village 

rural current & future high 

  Last connection cost for institutions Capital cost associated with connecting an institution to the local electricity 
distribution line (i.e., wiring, bulbs, etc.) 

$/village or 
$/institution 

rural & urban current & future high 

  Recurrent (supply) cost of electricity for 
institutions (given a connection to the 
grid) 

Electricity tariff for institutions $/kWh rural & urban current & future high 

  Other recurrent costs for electrifying 
institutions 

Cost of any other recurrent activities associated with electrifying an 
institution (i.e., O&M, billing, institutional, etc.) 

$/village or 
$/institution 

rural & urban current & future medium 
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  Last connection cost for households Capital cost associated with connecting a household to the local electricity 
distribution line (i.e., wiring, bulbs, etc.) 

$/household rural & urban current & future high 

  Recurrent (supply) cost of electricity for 
households (given a connection to the 
grid) 

Lifeline electricity tariff for households $/kWh rural & urban current & future high 

  Other recurrent costs for electrifying 
households 

Cost of any other recurrent activities associated with electrifying a household 
(i.e., O&M, billing, institutional, etc.) 

$/household rural & urban current & future medium 

  Capital cost of alternative technology for 
electrifying institutions  

Capital cost of any alternative technologies for electrifying institutions (i.e., 
PV, mini-grid, etc.) 

$/unit or 
$/institution 

rural & urban current & future high 

  Recurrent (supply) cost of electricity from 
alternative technology 

Recurrent (supply) cost of electricity from alternative technology $/kWh rural & urban current & future high 

  Other recurrent costs of electricity from 
alternative technology 

Cost of any other recurrent activities associated with alternative technology 
(i.e., O&M, billing, institutional, etc.) 

$/village or 
$/institution 

rural & urban current & future high 

  Capital cost of alternative technology for 
electrifying households 

Capital cost of any alternative technologies for electrifying households (i.e., 
PV, mini-grid, etc.) 

$/unit or 
$/household 

rural & urban current & future high 

  Recurrent (supply) cost of electricity from 
alternative technology 

Recurrent (supply) cost of electricity from alternative technology $/kWh rural & urban current & future high 

  Other recurrent costs of electricity from 
alternative technology 

Cost of any other recurrent activities associated with alternative technology 
(i.e., O&M, billing, institutional, etc.) 

$/household rural & urban current & future high 

              
Motive Power           
  Capital cost for motive power (given a 

connection to the grid) 
Capital cost for providing motive power given a connection to the grid (i.e., 
equipment) 

$/unit or 
$/village 

rural current & future high 

  Other recurrent costs of motive power 
(given a connection to the grid) 

Cost of any other recurrent activities associated with providing motive power 
(i.e., O&M, billing, institutional, etc.) 

$/village rural current & future high 

  Capital cost for motive power (given an 
alternative technology) 

Capital cost for providing motive power by an alternative technology (i.e., 
MFP) 

$/unit or 
$/village 

rural current & future high 

  Other recurrent costs of motive power 
(given an alternative technology) 

Cost of any other recurrent activities associated with providing motive power 
by an alternative technology (i.e., O&M, billing, institutional, etc.) 

$/village rural current & future high 
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APPENDIX B: Senegal Country Case Study (in PowerPoint format) 
 

See following page. 
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• Estimate outlays needed to deliver energy services 
necessary to achieve the MDGs
– Focus on needs-assessment across three service lines

• Modern cooking systems
• Electricity
• Mechanical power for agro- and water processing

– Calculate incremental as opposed to total resource needs
!! Important: this differs from the Tool !!

• Apply methodology in a country-specific setting
– As one of the first 8 countries chosen by the UNDP and the 

Millennium Development Project for a pilot needs 
assessment study, Senegal was used as a case study

Objectives
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Senegal- Population and Electricity Grid
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Current Situation and Goals in Senegal

Current Access to Energy Services in 2005 and Goals for 2015

53%

68%

26%
14%

36%

100% 100%

60%

36%

100%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

2005 Current
2015 Goal

Modern Cooking 
Systems

Household Access

Mechanical
Power

Community Access

Electricity
Urban 

HH 
Access

Rural 
Comm. 

Access(1)

Note: (1) Community access is the percentage of households living in communities with electrified basic social services; with a 60% community access rate in 
Senegal, 100% of the population will live within 5km of an electrified community.

Rural HH 
Access
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Annual Outlays ($US MM per Year) 

Mechanical 
Power
21%

Electricity
35%Cooking 

Systems
44%
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2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Capacity Building

Maintenance and Operation

Fuel / Electricity Purchase

Capital

Energy Services Outlays for Senegal (I)

Total Outlay = $1.7 billion over 10 years  

Total Outlay by Energy Service
12%

46%

41%

% of Total 
Cost

2%
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$12 Annual per capita costs per year(1) in Senegal

Energy Services Outlays for Senegal (II)
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Per capita costs are calculated on the basis of total estimated population 
in 2015
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Methodology (I)

Preliminary 
Research

Preliminary 
Research Field StudyField Study

• Data gathering 
• Understanding 

linkages 
between MDGs
energy

– Determining 
technology 
options 

• Interviews in three 
communities

• Collected unit level 
costs 

• Determined 
existing coverage 
levels 

• Assessed 
community and 
HH needs

AnalysisAnalysis

• Identified target 
population

• Determined cost 
effective 
technology

– Community 
size/density

• Determined scale 
up strategy

• Calculated total 
outlays by year to 
2015
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Methodology (II)

Target populationTarget population Unit costsUnit costs Total outlaysTotal outlaysX =

• Target population = 
Total pop. covered –
Pop. already covered

• Outlays computed 
as a function of:

– Year
– Service
– Technology
– Cost category
– Rural / Urban

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

# 
of

 h
ou

se
ho

ld
s 

co
ve

re
d

Current coverage

Coverage goal

Population already 
covered

Target 
population

• Unit cost breakdown:
– Service
Cooking fuel, electricity, mech. power

– Technology
LPG, charcoal, sustainable biomass -
Grid, mini grid, PV

– Delivery point
Community, institution, household

– Cost category
Capital, O&M, fuel/electricity purchase,
capacity building
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• Assumptions
– Calculates incremental as opposed to total resource 

needs !! Important: this differs from the Tool !!
 are the sum of undiscounted outlays– Costs

– Assumes stable fuel prices over time
– Supporting infrastructure required to deliver technologies 

was assumed to be available

• Analysis does not consider
– Funding sources for the proposed plan
– Topography
– Benefits from the use of more efficient technologies 
– Institutional costs to develop national training programs 

Assumptions and Limitations
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Cost Categories Analyzed

• Capital equipment
– Including replacement where necessary

• Fuel / electricity purchase
– All fuel costs 
– Grid electricity costs ($0.09/kWh, includes generation 

and HV transportation costs)
• Operation and maintenance costs

– Includes billing costs
• Capacity costs

– Promotional programs for Diambar stoves
– Technical training on the use of machinery
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Cooking Systems (I)
Current Situation / Goals

75%

25%

65%

35%

60%

10%

30%

0%

90%

10%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

LPG Improved
Cookstoves

LPG Improved
Cookstoves

LPG Improved
Cookstoves

Current
Goal

Other UrbanDakar Rural

• Increase consumption of modern fuels to 76% of energy needs
• The increase in access will be achieved by implementing LPG 

cook systems and improved biomass cookstoves in equal 
proportions

Coverage

Technology 
Choices 

and 
Limitations
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Cooking Systems (II)
Access Technology and Outlay Breakdown

0.1%
1.9%

98.0%

Capital

% of Total 
Cost

Annual Outlay by Category ($US MM per Year) 

Total Outlay = $730 million over 10 years  

Improved 
Biomass 

Cookstoves
45%
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55%
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Electricity (I)
Current Situation / Goals

71%
65%

14%
24%

100% 100%

36%

60%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Household
Electrification

Household
Electrification

Household
Electrification

Community
Access (1)

Current
Goal

Other UrbanDakar Rural

• Three technologies were chosen
– Grid, diesel mini-grid and photovoltaic systems

• Increases in access will be accomplished by extending the national grid 
in areas where it is the most cost-effective solution, and implementing 
stand-alone systems elsewhere

Coverage

Technology 
Choices 

and 
Limitations

Note: (1) Community access is the percentage of households living in communities with electrified basic social services.
With a 60% community access rate in Senegal, 100% of the rural population will live within 5km of an electrified community.  
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Electricity (II)
Access Technology and Outlay Breakdown

Total Outlay by Technology

Grid, 
Rural
52%

Mini-Grid
2%

Grid, 
Urban
41%

PV 
5%

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Fuel / 
Electricity 
Purchase 4%

25%

71%

Capital

% of Total 
Cost

Rural Community Access by 
Technology

Mini-Grid
5%

PV 
10%

Grid
80%

Annual Outlay by Category ($US MM per Year) 

Operating & 
Maintenance

Total Outlay = $588 million over 10 years  

Note: An outlay of $588 million for an increase of the electrified population of 4.5 million people implies a cost of $130 to electrify one person. IEA estimate for 
Africa is $400 per capita, where large-scale transportation, generation and capacity costs (not included in this workshop) represent roughly $200.  
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100%

24%

100%100%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Current

Goal

• All communities provided with mechanized agro-processing
• 100L of water per person for potable, animal and garden use
• Assumes all communities with grid access have mechanical power 

access
• Diesel Engine/Multi-Functional Platform: each module serves 500-

1500 people 
• Water processing includes only above ground technology

Mechanical Power (I)
Current Situation / Goals

Coverage

Minimum 
Needs, 

Technology 
Choices 

and 
Limitations

Dakar and Other Urban Rural
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Mechanical Power (II) 
Access Technology and Outlay Breakdown

8%

14%

70%Capital

Total Outlay = $345 million over 10 years  
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Increasing energy access in Senegal to meet the 
MDGs will cost an additional 
$1.7 billion over ten years

• Access levels
– From 58% to 100% access to Cooking Systems
– From 68% to 100% individual household access to electricity in urban areas
– From 26% to 60%(1) community access to electricity in rural areas
– From 14% to 36% household access to electricity in rural areas
– From 36% to 100% access to mechanical power for agro and water 

processing

• The methodology is a general tool that can be used by other countries
– Accuracy of results is highly dependent on the quality of population data 

available

How much will it Cost?

Note: (1) Community access is the percentage of households living in communities with electrified basic social services.
With a 60% community access rate in Senegal, 100% of the population will live within 5km of an electrified community.  
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